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Short Description

ThePoncho Stool / Accent Table (501FT184P2WG) by Seasonal Living. The Perpetual Collection is the
beautifully-designed constant in your life. Indoors or outdoors, amidst a crisp garden or on a city rooftop,
these hand--made, lightweight concrete tables suit every occasion.

Description

The Poncho Stool / Accent Table (501FT184P2WG) by Seasonal Living. The Perpetual Collection is the
beautifully-designed constant in your life. Indoors or outdoors, amidst a crisp garden or on a city rooftop,
these hand--made, lightweight concrete tables suit every occasion. The designer's innovative approach to
soften the appearance of concrete with natural sands and hemp-like grass creates a sophisticated,
personalized aesthetic where no two tables are the same. "Perpetual" also embodies the durability and
sustainability of the furniture-constructed from biodegradable materials with a low luster finish, the pieces
are beautifully weather resistant.

Includes

One (1) Poncho Stool / Accent Table

Dimensions

15.5"H x 18"Dia (40 lb.)

Features

Handmade Lightweight Concrete

We successfully introduced this collection in Slate Gray and Ivory White. With strong market response, we
successfully added Reclaimed Teak to this collection and-new for 2017-we are excited to introduce our new
copper-plated Mesh Link Collection. We strive to create new looks not currently in the market-you can be
assured of fresh designs, innovative material combinations and a unique look for different specifications in or
outdoors.

Perpetual looks terrific when blended with our ceramic collections:?Fabulous contrasts between high-gloss
and matte finishes, muted and bright color palettes let your creativity drive your selections.

About the Manufacturer

Having lived in Kenya, Spain, France, Hong Kong, Singapore, Indonesia, and the United Kingdom while
working in the financial, marketing and international hospitality trades, Seasonal Living founders were
exposed to a myriad of unique in and outdoor living experiences. Inspired by these experiences, they noticed
that beautiful, decorative accessories and furnishings were either too expensive or too limited in scope. They
saw a market for comfortable, special in and outdoor living accessories that were fresh and affordable. By
focusing on functional works of art that blur the line between indoor and outdoor furnishings, Seasonal
Living has become the one-stop resource for retailers, landscape architects, spa planners, interior designers,
property developers, and the like looking for unique and unusual product lines.
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Additional Information

SKU 501FT184P2WG

Brand Seasonal Living

Ships Out Estimate 4 - 8 Weeks

Residential Warranty 1 Year Limited Warranty

DISC Poncho Stool / Accent Table
501FT184P2WG

was

$2,410.00 Special
Price

$1,749.66
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